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New report mapping international business models for the Indian Smart City market,
concluding that the market is highly-competitive with other countries strongly coordinated at the
political, financial, and private sector level.

Please find the report here
The report is part of the Asia House project "Gateway to India's Smart Cities", financially supported
by The Danish Industry Foundation.

SLIDES FROM PREVIOUS EVENTS

RECENT NEWS FROM ASIA

16-06-17: Singapore Economic Development

Your Danish Platform for Asian Business News

Board (EDB) on Singapore as a gateway to

www.asia-house.dk/news/

South East Asia: EDB_Singapore.pdf
03-07-17
08-06-17: Neelabh Singh, Partner at Quercus

Hong Kong’s Change Since Handover

Group held a presentation on the "Gateway to

29-06-17

India's Smart Cities" project:

Getting Tough on Shady Business Dealings

PresentationBloxhub.pdf

China Set to Pour 411 Billion USD into 5G

Tom Sebastian, Innovation Centre Denmark, on

22-06-17

business network in India:

Asia Firms More Confident on Global Outlook

SmartCitiesNetwork.pdf

15-06-17
Asia About to be the World’s Richest Region
12-06-17
Promises in Sustainable Business in Asia

22 June: L&T Infotech roundtable meeting with newly appointed CEO, Mr. S. N. Subrahmanyan, in Asia House

UPCOMING EVENTS in ASIA HOUSE
16-08-17
Book Launch: "Brudstykker af det Moderne Indien" by Peter Johansen
23-08-17

Asian Partnerships together with Ministry of Foreign Affairs
25-08-17
Breakfast Meeting with Kim Fournais, CEO at Saxo Bank A/S (for Asia House Partners)
14-09-17
Workshop: “Gateway to India’s Smart Cities”

”Resilience, Responsibility, and Sustainability”
Under this triple heading, Germany will host the annual G20 Summit in Hamburg in
the coming weekend. Since world leaders first met in 2008 in this G20 format, in the
wake of the financial crisis, the yearly G20 summits set important political priorities
for the global agenda. Asia is prominently represented in this group for obvious
reasons with China, India, Indonesia, Japan, and Korea as permanent members
due to their economic size. Germany has invited Vietnam, APEC host this year, and
Singapore as guests. The German chancellor has coordinated intensively to ensure
an outcome as positive as possible and has firmly emphasized the importance of free
markets and warned against isolationism. Much has changed since the last summit in
Hangzhou, China last September, and new leaders from the US, France and Korea
will participate in their first G20 Summit. The global business community met in Berlin
in May and issued 20 recommendations to the G20 on “Shaping an Interconnected
World”. Their message was clear: “This is not the time for national solo runs”. As
Hamburg braces for the influx of delegations, security guards, and demonstrators,
officials prepare for prolonged negotiations of the political communiqué. Although
decisions of the G20 are not binding, the political directions given – or not given – will
have a huge impact on global decision-making in the coming year until the next G20
Summit in Argentina.

Susanne Rumohr Hækkerup
Direktør / Executive Director

Enjoy the summer break, and - if you have a little time to spare - watch our new
video on Asia House (3 minutes long).
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